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This year’s annual Golf and Tennis fundraiser benefitting the Arlington County
Medical Society scholarship fund will
go down in ACMS history as one of the
more remarkable and memorable events
in recent years. Huge thanks to Drs. Jin
Kim and Jenny Hong (President-Elect)
for their oversight and sponsorship at the
new (to us) venue, International Country
Club (ICC) in Fairfax. We enjoyed hosting our fundraising golf and tennis tournament, golf lessons and dinner meeting
under the hospitable service of the ICC
staff in a casual, modern setting.
First and foremost, we cannot thank
Virginia Hospital Center enough for

the long-standing support of our charity—our friends at the hospital not only
returned and served as main sponsor to
our fundraiser but produced a tournament-winning golf team (more on that
later)!
This year’s creative immersion exhibits
were exquisitely produced by our event
sponsors and supporters thanks to their
enthusiastic initiatives and efforts. KO
Distilling set up bourbon tasting stands
on the golf course and at the cocktail/
dinner event in the name of education
and enjoyment; Teal Center battled muscle soreness and fatigue in the after-event
through post-workout chair massage sta-
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tions for our tired athletes; Ethicon integrated a live demo
of their newest products (on chicken meat nonetheless—
not on dinner guests).

the Mat, Lyon Hall/Liberty Tavern, Metro29Diner, Minuteman Press.
This year we added golf and tennis lessons so that anyone
could participate. We had a strong showing of member
physicians who participated in the 2-hour lesson under
the watchful eye of the golf director of ICC. After observing some hidden talents from this emerging group, we
highly expect to see these folks to register for the tournament next year!

Our swag bags included not only the customary GNT
logo towels, but some unforgettable and unique items
were donated/acquired to create an extra special event
experience. Voodoo golf dolls held tees and turned frustration into playful positive energy—fresh off production
lines, we were pleased to share these before they hit the
market! Happy Endings Hospitality generously donated
$25 gift cards for all to enjoy delicious seafood /Asian fusion meals. Please make sure you visit their various locations listed (on the QR code) on the back of the card. EagleBank made sure we were fully powered with cel phone
battery packs. Allergy Associates of NoVA/Sally Bailey,
MD inspired and hydrated us all with water bottles and
2022 inspiration calendars. Other in-kind donors: Mind

Tennis players competed in several sets of round robin
mixed doubles matches to win the perpetual tennis trophies, now it its 2nd year of circulation.
Golf tournament winning team not only won the perpetual, engraved golf cup but each team member received
a bottle of Bourbon Reserve. We received several of the
same unsolicited opinion—folks much preferred bottles
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of bourbon than any ill-fitting polo shirts (which were
previous years’ prizes).

Putting Challenge: Kwan Han
Closest to Pin (8): Jack Conroy
Closest to Pin (11): Kwan Han
Longest Drive: Anthony Avery, MD
Charity Putting Contest: Craig Rezac, MD

Our evening ended with an entertaining, impromptu
charity putting contest with about 2 dozen dinner guests
lining up to try their luck at winning a covet-worthy basket donated by KO Distilling. Starting at 6’ and increasing in 2’ increments to over 12’ by the end of the contest,
players were slowly eliminated until 1 talented winner remained to make the 12’+ putt to clinch victory.

Tennis Results

Women’s 1st place trophy: Crystal Ellis
2nd place(s): Maureen Genser
Men’s 1st place trophy: Rudy Pigalarga, MD
2nd place(s): Neal Desai, MD

Golf Results

Congratulations to all who competed and to all who
came away with prizes and trophies. We hope to see everyone back next year to defend titles and to challenge
2021 trophy winners. Undeniably, the biggest “winner”
here is the ACMSF scholarship fund—every year, our
event raises awareness and funds to support a graduate
from Wakefield High School studying medicine/health-

Winning Foursome/Team:
Charles Fletcher
Michael Killian
Rich Krumenaker
Adrian Stanton
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care. Wakefield has the largest body of underserved students living in the Arlington area with almost half of the
students receiving lunch-aid. Donations go towards a
$10,000 ACMSF scholarship awarded every other year.
These bright, hard-working students report back to our
organization and share their experiences as they navigate
their career pathways. Please help us give back to the future of medicine—to our healthcare professionals!

Donations can be made through our donation site (receipts sent automatically).
Warmest gratitude to all who showed up, donated and
participated in this event! Event pictures can be viewed
on the ACMS FB album site. We look forward to seeing
you next year!
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ACMS General Membership Meeting—November 10, 2021
COVID-19 Legal Landscape and Risks Impacting
Healthcare Professionals

of Medicine investigations, commercial disputes, employment claims, and general liability. He takes great pride
in representing the interests of medical professionals and
healthcare organizations devoted to providing an invaluable service to our communities. Tony frequently presents
on various legal issues that impact his healthcare clients.
Tony is also engaged in many professional organizations,
including the Professional Liability Defense Federation
(PLDF), and the Virginia Association of Defense Attorneys (VADA). Tony has authored articles for both organizations and served in various leadership roles as a member
of PLDF. He has recently been named Vice Chairman of
both the PLDF’s Healthcare Committee, as well as their
Young Professionals Committee. He continues to write
and speak on many topics concerning healthcare claims,
while remaining engaged and involved in new legal and
medical developments impacting the field.

November 10, 2021, 6:30 pm
Washington Golf and Country Club
3017 N Glebe Rd, Arlington, VA 22207
Refreshments will be served

ACMS guest speaker, Anthony (Tony) Cottone, Esq. will
be presenting on the current legal landscape related to
COVID-19 and how it impacts healthcare professionals.
His presentation will focus on COVID-19 laws and regulations that impact healthcare employers, their patients,
and their potential risk.
This presentation is sponsored by Professionals Advocate |
Martha Hess
Anthony (Tony) Cottone represents healthcare clients,
including healthcare professionals, healthcare groups,
specialized care facilities, and national hospital organizations in civil litigation. Tony’s career has been mainly
focused on defense of medical malpractice claims. Tony
also defends clients in various other matters such as Board

Special thanks to Andrea Giacometti, MD and Ross Vincenti,
Esq. for sponsoring our group at WGCC.
Please RSVP by Nov 3: arlcoms@starpower.net
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1004 Towlston Road, McLean, VA

4201 Cathedral Avenue NW #1214W, Washington, DC

1301 Ranleigh Road, McLean, VA

For Sale, Currently at $3,495,000

For Sale, Currently at $749,000

SOLD $2,495,000

The Debbie Shapiro Team
ACMS Members, if you are a seller, it is certainly the time to take advantage of the demand and get going to realize
your best sales price and outcome. For buyers, we know how to compete in this aggressive market and have an
excellent track record of presenting a winning offer.
As a thank you, we are offering .5% rebate on either your purchase or your sale to be credited at closing.
We sincerely look forward to working with you.
6723 Whittier Ave #101, Mclean VA 22101
Office: (703) 319-3344
Cell: (703) 407-1600
email:debbieshapiro@gmail.com

DebbieShapiroTeam

debbieshapiroteam

Sotheby’s International Realty® is a licensed trademark to Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC. Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated. TTR Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing
Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.

Working Together to Protect You.
Each day thousands of physicians treat their patients with confidence in knowing that MSVIA
is their insurance partner. Building on the Medical Society of Virginia’s legacy of caring
about Virginia physicians, our team stands ready to support you with unbiased guidance and
exceptional service.
Get the coverage you need. Protect your profession.
Visit www.msv.org/request-quote or call us toll-free at 877-226-9357 to speak with
one of our representatives.
The MSV Insurance Agency. Insuring your trust, protecting what matters.
While the Medical Society of Virginia (MSV) works hard to advocate for all physicians across Virginia, the MSV Insurance Agency also offers personalized
services, resources and education to protect you and your practice. www.msv.org
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Nirschl Orthopaedic Center
ORTHOPAEDIC AND SPORTS MEDICINE

BACK: Ronald S. Paik, MD; Cassie Gyuricza Root, MD;
Clay Wellborn, MD; Matthew Buchanan, MD
FRONT: Derek H. Ochiai, MD; Robert P. Nirschl, MD, MS;
Suzanne Jaffe Walters, MD

The Nirschl Orthopaedic Center has consistently
been rated as one of the top orthopaedic and physical
therapy clinics (Arlington & McLean) in the area. When
it comes to your health, Experience Matters. Our
surgeons: Drs. Buchanan, Nirschl, Ochiai, Paik, Root,
Walters and Wellborn are all board-certified surgeons
specializing in hand, wrist, elbow, shoulder, foot,
ankle, hip, knee and pediatric orthopaedic problems.
Dr. Nirschl’s Mayo Clinic legacy to research, quality
and innovative care continues today with new
treatments in hip arthroscopy, joint replacement, PRP
and Stem Cell Therapy. At NOC our mission is to put
the best interests of our patients first. We welcome
the opportunity to participate in your care.
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DESIGNATIONS and AWARDS
Washingtonian Top Docs
Mayo Clinic Distinguished Alumni Award
Northern Virginia Magazine Top Docs
US News & World Report Top Docs
Best of Arlington-Sports Medicine
Patients Choice Award Winner
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Virginia Sports Medicine Institute
Orthopaedic & Sports Therapy
703.525.5542 | vasportsmedicine.com
Nirschl Orthopaedic Center
1715 North George Mason Drive, #504
Arlington, VA 22205
703.525.2200 | nirschl.com

Wakefield Arlington Medical Society Scholars, Semester Updates July 2021
Emily Andrews (2020) University of
Virginia

Marisabel Jimenez (2018) VCU
Hello Wakefield Foundation,

Hello!

Thank you again for your support
and relieving my mother and I
from financial stress. l am happy
to say that I am only two semesters away from graduating and I
did very well this past semester. I
took 17 credits this past semester.
My courses were lnterprofessional Quality Improvement
and Patient Safety, Nursing of Women, Pathology and
Pharmacology part 2, Nursing of Children and Evidence
based practice. I was in multiple units throughout the semester such as Labor and delivery, Mother infant unit,
Pediatric unit and a day in the pediatric intensive care
unit and neonatal intensive care unit.

I’m sorry that this is a bit late—I
wanted to finish out my summer class
before writing. I had a great semester
and managed to continue doing well
at UVA, with a 3.95 spring term GPA.
I was able to declare my major as psychology after finishing my summer class, which was super exciting! I plan to
do an accelerated masters program with a concentration
in statistics, which will allow me to graduate in 4 years
with a masters.
Additionally, I was able to become involved in research
this semester; I now work with PhD student Remy Furrer in Timothy Wilson’s social psychology lab. Finally I
joined Alpha Delta Pi and became a Recruitment chair, I
joined the planning committee for UVa’s Women Leadership Development program, and I became both a peer
financial counselor and a student ambassador for the university. I’m excited to continue to have a great experience
in Charlottesville!!

My favorite course was Nursing of Children because I
plan on working with children in the future. The class
never failed to interest me no matter how content heavy
the module was. For example, one of the longest lectures
that discussed skin conditions children can be exposed to
and injuries they may.

Thank you, Emily Andrews

Although the lecture was long, I was engaged in the conversation. Another course l really enjoyed was Nursing of
Women because it covered labor and delivery along with
complications women can face before, during, or after
labor but also babies. My favorite clinical unit was the
Neonatal intensive care unit. l followed a flight nurse who
is a nurse that can travel and go assess and care for babies
who require the NICU then possibly transfer them from
other hospitals that are within a certain distance to VCU
NICU. She had one primary patient and assisted other
nurses with their primary patients. Some new nurses also
pulled me and another student aside to show us how to
use some of the equipment on the unit. I also enjoyed my
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time on the labor and delivery unit and assisted my nurse
during a natural delivery.

and I would work one or two days out of the week. The
reason I looked into a care partner position is to gain more
experience in the health care setting and connections for
my future as a nurse. I started orientation this week and
I was nervous in the beginning but now I am excited to
start on the unit. I plan on staying in Richmond over the
summer for work and soon I will be moving in with two
of my friends because I will no longer be able to live in my
dorm since it was only a two year contract.

I did have some difficulty with Pathology and Pharmacology again this past semester but I asked for help early on
before my first exam because I wanted to be successful.
Also, they fired our professor two weeks into the semester
and the new professor gave us a week off to prepare a new
syllabus and upload her modules to Canvas. I did not
score as high as I wanted to on the first exam but with the
help of a tutor, my new professor, and an academic coach
I ended the semester with a B in the course. I was very
proud of being successful in the course, especially since
the first part I did as well.

Thank you all for helping my mother and me by supporting us and choosing me as a Wakefield Foundation
Scholar. I still feel honored and appreciate this award.
Hopefully one day I will be able to help another Wakefield student with their dreams of going to college and
not have to worry as much about how to pay tuition or
afford books. I hope you all have a wonderful summer
and stay safe during these unusual times.

I would also like to inform you all that I recently got a
job as a care partner at VCU hospital in Richmond on the
Orthopedics unit. I would like to thank Dr. Lee again for
his letter of recommendation. It is only a PRN position
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Donations can be made online - please click here

ACMS Foundation Scholarship
Established in 1964, the Arlington County Medical Society Foundation (ACMSF) was originally formed to provide those uninsured/underserved in our community access to medical services. Our organization provided polio
vaccines, health education and, eventually, expanded support to breast health (Sharon McGowan Breast Health
Fund) and colon cancer screenings. Today, ACMSF continues to support local and state charities in medicine and
healthcare.

lenges, financial burdens and professional requirements
are at the highest levels and physician shortage continues
to threaten the future of healthcare. After experiencing
the effects of a global pandemic, the stakes couldn’t be
higher – it is now more important than ever to support
the young minds who strive to become our future healthcare professionals. Our future depends on it.
If each or members donated $25 in this capital campaign,
we would reach our goal of $10,000 to award our next
scholarship recipient by spring of 2022.

We are proud to present the ACMS Foundation Scholarship, initiated by our physician members, as a means
to give back to the future of medicine – to our future
healthcare professionals.

Please scan the QR code with your smartphone and show
your support!
(Tax receipt will be automatically generated.)

The foundation awards scholarships to local high school
graduates interested in pursuing studies in medicine or
healthcare based on merit and financial need. We currently work with Wakefield High School, which serves
some of the most culturally diverse residential areas in the
nation and has a large underserved population. The Arlington County Medical Society member physicians volunteer to participate in career days, mentoring and shadowing as we continue to support our local students in
their pursuit of a career in the healthcare sector. The chal-

JOURNAL ADVERTISING
ACMS Members get 50% off!
1/4 Page - 5” x 4” (portrait orientation):
$400/year ($100/newsletter)
1/2 Page – 8” x 5” (landscape orientation): $800/year
($200/newsletter)
Full Page - 8.5” x 11” (portrait orientation): $1200/year
($300/newsletter)

Publication online
Mid Jan
Mid April
Mid July
Mid October
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Content Deadline
1/1
4/1
7/1
10/1

DATES TO REMEMBER
Please check our website and FB for updated events and details:
https://www.arlcoms.org/coming-up-events/
https://www.facebook.com/arlingtoncountymedicalsociety/
November 10

COVID-19 Legal Landscape and Risks at Washington Golf and CC

November 20

ACMS “Fitness is Medicine” Team | Jennifer Bush-Lawson - 5K Run, Arlington

December 16

ACMS Annual Meeting at Washington Golf and Country Club

WHOSE INTERESTS

Yet another of Virginia’s medical liability
insurers has transitioned from focusing on
doctors to focusing on Wall Street. This
leaves you with an important question to
ask: Do you want an insurer that’s driven
by investors? Or do you want an insurer
that’s driven to serve you—one that’s
already paid $120 million in awards to its
members when they retire from the practice
of medicine?

does your malpractice insurer have at heart?

Join us and discover why delivering the
best imaginable service and unrivaled
rewards is at the core of who we are.

7850_VA_Arlington_CMS_Ex/Stethoscope_4Q2021_1021_v1.indd 1
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10/1/21 5:35 PM

Now available at:
Virginia Hospital Center

Additional sizes available upon request

Catalogue number

***

Description

Catalogue number

Description

GKFC12***

12 cm diameter circle

GKWV1015

10 cm x 15 cm oval

GKFV1015

10 cm x 15 cm oval

GKWR1215***

12 cm x 15 cm rectangle

GKFV1520

15 cm x 20 cm oval

GKWV1520

15 cm x 20 cm oval

GKFR2025

20 cm x 25 cm rectangle

GKWR2025

20 cm x 25 cm rectangle

GKFR2030

20 cm x 30 cm rectangle

GKWR2030

20 cm x 30 cm rectangle

Dave Krajewski – 443.442.4971
Wood Gyory – 804.356.8867
Please text or call for case support
and/or to schedule an in-service.
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We are an award winning
team with over 15 years of
experience in the fast paced
VA and DC real estate
markets.
Whether buying or selling, we
are here to turn your home
ownership dreams into reality.
Call us for a consultation
HiveResidentialDMV.com
COMPASS
3001 Washington Blvd #400
Arlington VA 22201

Natalie Vaughan
571.232.2934
natalie.vaughan@compass.com
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Jason Walder
703.307.9763
jason.walder@compass.com

2021 Business Partners
Thanks to our 2021 annual business partners who have committed to work with us!
Please feel free to contact them directly with any questions:
Medical Society of Virginia (MSVIA)
Dustin Beekman & Sean Liverman

TTR Sotheby’s International Realty – McLean
Debbie Shapiro
6723 Whittier Ave Suite 101 Mclean, VA 22101
c. +1 703.407.1600
o. +1 703.319.3344
dshapiro@ttrsir.com
http://deborahshapiro.ttrsir.com

Dustin Beekman
Director of Business Development
T 804-422-3100 x1006
TF 877-226-9357
F 804-521-6685 TFX 800-842-0250
dbeekman@msvia.org
http://www.msv.org

Hive Residential/COMPASS, Arlington
http://hiveresidentialdmv.com/
3001 Washington Blvd, 4th Floor Arlington VA 22201
Office: (703) 266-7277

Sean Liverman, MBA
Senior Business Development Executive
T 804-422-3100 x3539
TF 877-226-9357
F 804-521-6685 TFX 800-842-0250
sliverman@msvia.org
http://www.msv.org

Natalie Vaughan, Associate Broker in VA || Realtor in
VA + DC
Direct: (571) 232-2934
natalie.vaughan@compass.com
Jason Walder, Associate Broker in VA || Realtor in VA +
DC
Direct: (703) 307-9763
jason.walder@compass.com

Professionals Advocate
Martha Hess
804 Moorefield Park Dr.
Suite 105
Richmond, VA 23236
MHess@weinsuredocs.com
https://www.professionalsadvocate.com/
WL Gore
Dave Krajewski & Wood Gyory

ACMS QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER

David Krajewski
Field Sales Associate/Medical Products Division
dkrajews@wlgore.com
M: 443-442-4971

Editor
Francisco Espinel, M.D.
Managing Editor
Michelle Saroff, Executive Director

Wood Gyory
General Surgery Products
804.356.8867
wgyory@wlgore.com

Designer
Pete Lindeman
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